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Netflix ushered in a new era of entertainment when it launched its “Watch Now” option in 2007. Now, just over a 
decade later, on-demand video streaming is a $24 billion-dollar industry, and nearly 54% of Americans prefer to 
watch movies at home rather than in a theater. Streaming has transformed Hollywood—from shortening the amount 
of time movies spend as in-theater exclusives to making it easy to “binge” an entire television series in one sitting. 

Streaming transformed entertainment
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$30.4 billion
The projected revenue of 
global on-demand video 

streaming in 2024

1.1 billion
users accessed on-demand 
video subscription services 

in 2019

235
video streaming services 

were operating in the US at 
the beginning of 2019



Broadcast networks had limited slots available for 
new shows. Only shows whose pilot episodes 
performed exceptionally well would make the cut 
and get picked up for a first season.

Where a broadcaster has 15 hours of primetime 
programming a week, Amazon Prime has 
thousands of hours of shows. Streamers give a 
show longer to find an audience and can drop an 
entire “pilot season” at once.

How TV used to work
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And how it works in the streaming age

TV shows aired at set times, with the best-
performing, highest-budget shows reserved for 
weekday evening primetime. A show’s success 
hinged on the share of the audience it captured.

Streaming services time releases to generate 
maximum social media buzz, often on Fridays 
and holidays. It’s increasingly difficult to compare 
how shows perform as each streamer has its own 
audience, and viewers set their own schedules. 

Writers scripted around commercial breaks and 
week-long breaks between episodes. Audience 
reactions could also reshape shows midseason, 
since networks filmed during a show’s runtime.

Writers for streaming originals focus on hooking 
viewers at the end of each episode, with the 
expectation that many viewers will keep watching 
or “binge.” The guidelines that govern broadcast 
shows’ explicitness don’t apply to streaming.



A brief history of video streaming
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Netflix is founded. It begins as a DVD rental website while 
most of the US still rents VHS tapes from brick-and-mortar 
stores like Blockbuster.

Netflix’s Watch Now, its streaming feature, debuts. Hulu is 
founded the same year.

1996

1991

2005

2007

YouTube launches and begins ushering in a new era of 
video. Amazon releases what will become Prime Video. 
Google acquires YouTube in 2006 for $1.65 billion.

Netflix has its IPO at a share price of $15. At the time, it has 
600,000 subscribers.

FutureSplash Animator, a precursor to Adobe Flash, creates 
new possibilities for web animation—and eventually video.

Windows releases the first version of Media Player and Apple 
launches the first version of QuickTime Player. Both read 
and play audio and video files. 

1997

2002

HBO launches HBO Now, its first à la carte streaming 
service that does not require a cable subscription.

Disney makes a deal to buy Hulu and launches Disney+. 
Apple launches AppleTV+. WarnerMedia announces HBO 
Max, and NBCUniversal announces Peacock.

2013

2010

2017

2019

Hulu becomes the first streamer to win a best series 
Emmy, for The Handmaid’s Tale. Netflix hits 100 million 
subscribers.

Netflix becomes the first streamer to win a Primetime 
Emmy when House of Cards snags a directing award.

Blockbuster files for bankruptcy. Netflix and vending-
machine-style DVD rental startup Redbox are cited as two 
contributors to the company’s decline. 

2015



Streaming brought major changes to the film and television industries. Now, as the industry matures, it is facing its 
own changes:

1. Streaming has become big business, with over 1 billion subscribers and tens of billions in annual revenue.

2. Everyone wants in. Early streaming companies’ success has attracted big names. With the entry of Disney, 
Apple, NBC, and WarnerMedia, a battle for viewers’ time, attention, and subscription dollars has begun.

3. Original content is here to stay. Streaming platforms are combining original scripting and licensing to build 
extensive, exclusive libraries.

4. US streaming giants are battling for customers around the world—and facing local competition.

Now streaming is transforming, too
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When Netflix began its streaming service just over a decade ago, no one believed it could end the DVD industry, hit 
a market cap that rivals those of major Hollywood studios, or compete for and win major industry awards. But it did 
all of those things. The industry it ushered in now brings in $24 billion dollars and is only expected to grow.

Streaming has become big business
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At the beginning of 2019, Parks Associates counted 235 streaming services 
operating in the US alone. There are only a handful of true giants. Netflix, 
Hulu, Amazon Prime, and HBO have dominated the US market for years. 
2019 brought new competition. Hollywood finally focused on streaming, 
with Disney, NBCUniversal, and AT&T’s WarnerMedia announcing new 
services. Apple also launched its streaming service, AppleTV+.

Everyone wants in
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Warner’s HBO Max is a new 
addition to the streaming scene, but 

HBO itself has drawn large 
streaming audiences since it 

launched HBO Now as a standalone 
subscription in 2015. HBO also has 
a platform for its cable customers, 
HBO Go. Unlike Now and Go, Max 

will feature content beyond 
HBO originals.

WarnerMedia (AT&T)NBCUniversal

Disney-controlled 
as of 2019



Netflix currently holds 87% of the US video streaming market. But with competition heating up, on-demand video 
subscribers and investors alike are trying to determine which streaming service is truly on top.

The streaming wars by the numbers
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Subscribers Launch US monthly cost Library
Reelgood rank, 
total titles

Reelgood rank, 
high-quality TV

Netflix 158,334,000 2007 $8.99+ Netflix Originals, licensed content 2 1

Prime Video 40,000,000 2006
$12.99 (for 
Amazon Prime) Amazon Originals, licensed content 1 3

Hulu 28,000,000 2007 $5.99+ Hulu Originals, licensed content 3 2

Disney+ 10,000,000 2019 $6.99 
Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, 
National Geographic 5 5

HBO Now 8,000,000 2012 $14.99 HBO content only 4 4

Apple TV+ - 2019 $4.99 Apple originals only - -

Peacock - 2020 TBD NBCUniversal, Lionsgate - -

HBO Max - 2020 $14.99 
Max originals, WarnerMedia (Warner 
Bros., Turner, HBO), licensed content - -



For now, that looks unlikely. Netflix has seen a slight uptick in its share price since Disney+ launched. The company 
will probably hold onto its subscribers, too. A CNBC survey in October found that about three-quarters of Netflix 
subscribers had no plans to sign up for Apple TV+ or Disney+. Even those who are interested in other services 
won’t necessarily leave Netflix—46% of US households with broadband have at least two streaming subscriptions.

Will the streaming wars kill Netflix?
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In the battle for subscribers, streaming networks are racing to build the best libraries possible. Netflix, Hulu, and 
Amazon have all found success with award-winning original series, and Apple TV+ is betting on an all-original 
library to attract subscribers. But even with the original content boom, streaming services still depend on classics 
with cult followings, and they’re willing to pay up. Acquiring Friends—which has amassed a new, younger fandom 
during its years in Netflix’s library—cost WarnerMedia $425 million. 

Original content is here to stay… but licensing battles are, too
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$425+
million

What Netflix paid for 
exclusive streaming rights to 
Seinfeld. (Compare that to 
the $160 million Hulu paid 

for the show in 2015.)

46 
Emmys

Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon 
originals’ 2019 wins. For 
total wins, Netflix came 
second only to HBO.

$15
million

Apple’s reported per 
episode budget for The 

Morning Show, which stars 
Jennifer Anniston.



Many of the giants of video streaming may be based in the 
US, but their audiences are global. Apple TV+ launched in 
106 countries. Disney+ is currently available in five 
countries, but is due to expand to “all major markets” by 
2021, according to reporting by Variety. HBO Max will 
target 25 to 40 million international subscribers in its first 
five years. Peacock has yet to announce international 
launch plans. Hulu is only available in the US.

Amazon and Netflix have a sizeable head start on the 
competition by this metric. Netflix accounts for almost 30% 
of global streaming subscriptions, and its international 
memberships surpassed its US memberships in 2017. 
Amazon Prime’s vast reach no doubt boosts its global 
audience, though Amazon has not publicly reported its 
member counts in recent years.

US streaming giants are battling for 
customers around the world
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US streaming giants are increasingly turning to the growing middle class in emerging economies to boost their 
subscriber counts and revenue. But in several countries, homegrown streaming services continue to dominate with 
content and platforms tailored to regional audiences.

Even the big players face regional competition
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China has three major 
video streaming services: 
iQiyi (Baidu), Youku
(Alibaba), and Tencent
Video. Amazon Prime 
launched in China in 2016. 
Netflix is not available.

India has its own 
streaming wars. Hotstar, 
which launched in 2014, 
holds a solid lead with half 
of smartphone owners 
using the Hotstar app. 
Together, Hotstar and 
JioTV account for just 
over half of India’s 
streaming app market. 
Amazon Prime Video, 
SonyLIV, and Wynk
Movie round out the top 
five services. Netflix 
follows in sixth place.

South Africa is home 
to several regional streaming 
powerhouses, including 
Acorn TV (owned by AMC), 
Cell C Black, TV2Go
(modeled after the Israeli 
TV2Go), and Showmax.

Nigeria’s IrokoTV
launched in 2011. It 
distributes Nollywood films 
on its streaming platform and 
through traditional satellite in 
Nigeria, several other African 
countries, and Europe.



Want to know more? Read Quartz coverage of streaming from Adam Epstein, 
who contributed to this presentation.

• Which new streaming service is right for you? – In case you were only here for the recommendations.

• Netflix is totally not worried about its new streaming competition, you guys – If you’re wondering how Netflix is 
planning to fight the streaming wars.

• HBO’s former CEO is the latest big-time TV executive to shift to streaming – To get the scoop on traditional 
entertainment executives who have shifted loyalties.

• 2019 was Disney’s biggest year ever, but 2020 will be its most important – For more on streaming’s newest giant.

Have questions about this presentation, or suggestions for us? 
Send us a note at members@qz.com.
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https://qz.com/1742451/how-to-choose-which-streaming-service-is-right-for-you/
https://qz.com/1730086/netflix-is-not-worried-about-streaming-competition-from-disney-and-apple/
https://qz.com/1747832/former-hbo-ceo-richard-plepler-is-reportedly-joining-apple-tv-plus/
https://qz.com/1771003/2019-was-disneys-biggest-year-ever-2020-will-be-its-most-important/
mailto:members@qz.com

